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This short text is the latest in the Royal Microscopical Society 
Series ~ Microscope Handbooks (No. 36). As with other books in 
the series, it provides an introduction to a particular aspect of 
microscopy, in this case enzyme histochemistry. The introductory 
chapter covers the theoretical background to enzyme histochemis- 
try, including a description of Michaelis-Menten enzyme kinetics. 
Here is a clue to the level at which the book is aimed, for there 
are few post-doctoral researchers who will spend much time on 
this. However, the chapter has several other useful sections, 
notably those which refer to papers detailing quantitative enzyme 
histochemistry. It also has several short sub-sections that examme 
various enzyme histochemical methods and even covers in situ 
hybridization. Space is given to preparation techniques in the next 
chapter (3) and then in chapter 4, enzyme histochemlcal 
procedures are described in some detail. There are a number of 
very useful tables which describe the type of tissue where a 
particular enzyme(s) may be found. 
The literature accompanying the book makes a virtue of the 
wide levels of interest for all types of readership. Certainly it is 
precisely the sort of textbook that is an absolute must for the 
shelves of any histology laboratory, or indeed anyone who wishes 
to begin to understand the use of various histochemical 
techniques. But there are, of course, limitations in a text of this 
sort. not least of which is its brevity. This means that it cannot 
hope to provide an all-encompassing text covering both 
methodology and its use in every particular field of biological 
study. A researcher interested in say, histochemistry of a 
neurotransmitter of the central nervous system, will have much 
further reading to do to understand how the diaminobenzidine 
(DAB) reaction can be applied m a particular reaction, or its 
biological relevance. This is a drawback of books in such a series, 
though they do provide at least a basis to enable the reader to go 
deeper into the subject later. In summary, this is a very useful and 
reasonably priced introductory handbook in enzyme 
hlstochemistry. 
M.G. Stewart 
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